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Elephant in the Room

 

The reason I expect formidable
ecological and societal prob-
lems in the future is because of
what I see in the past.

J. R.McNeill (2000)

 

I cannot begin to count the number
of professional meetings I have been
in, or articles I’ve read, that were con-
cerned with the future of humanity
but never even mentioned the ever-
present, and growing, cantankerous
elephant in the room. David Orr
mentioned it, but “Diversity” doesn’t
give it full recognition. Perhaps he
did not see it as a diversity issue, but
this elephant is manageable only with
a diversity of perspectives and ap-
proaches because in reality it is many
elephants.

These elephants are the myriad hu-
man populations and the immense
appetites they have been acquiring
over the past several centuries. The
numbers tell a story of spectacular
growth, both biological and eco-
nomic. In the past century world pop-
ulation increased 4-fold and eco-
nomic activity 14-fold. Just think
about it: it took several hundred thou-
sand years to reach a population of 1
billion. Then we added 5 billion in a
mere 200 years, with the last 3 bil-
lion tacked on between 1960 and
1999, each being added in about a
dozen years. And with the average
person’s economic activity being 3.5
times greater than it was in 1900, we
do indeed have an elephant-sized
problem.

Of course, we all recognize that
evolution works as it does because
all life is endowed with this biotic po-
tential—the capacity for exponential
growth. Yet the dynamic tensions
among organisms within their eco-
logical niches constrain extravagant
success before it happens or crush it

when out of control. Like other spe-
cies, humans cannot reprogram at
will either their deep evolutionary
past or their resultant biological po-
tential. However, evolution has pro-
vided only humans with the ability
to assess current trends and extrapo-
late to a future of no growth, or of
far fewer people, based on biologi-
cal and physical constraints. So the
questions become: when will our
population cease growing and how
will the arrest occur?

Many have tried to answer the
question of when, but it is impossi-
ble to do so; innumerable variables
make it too complex. Alternatively,
numerous calculations have been
made to estimate the maximum num-
ber of people the earth could support
at one time without any consider-
ation of for how long. With over 70
million people being added annually
to the current 6.3 billion, our popu-
lation is getting ever closer to 12 bil-
lion people, the average, high-median
number arrived at by those who
based their calculations on realistic
biological and physical limitations.
So, the question of how growth will
cease has become critically impor-
tant because if we overshoot with a
number of people whose patterns of
habitation substantially degrade life-
support systems, then the popula-
tion will collapse. That is why Orr
started his diversity essay on the loss
of biodiversity and kept a focus
there: biodiversity provides life sup-
port. Warnings of a possible popula-
tion crash have been given for several
hundred years, with many scenarios
and numerous small-scale examples
of how it will happen provided
around the globe. The one thing they
all have in common is the nasty ways
in which the correction will be

made at nature’s hands. Thus, many
have advocated taking things into
our own hands to prevent overshoot.

Preventing overshoot is a diversity
issue. The thousands of languages spo-
ken across the planet and the cultures
they represent are indicators of myr-
iad world views on population and
consumption. The problems of stabi-
lizing and then reducing population
and the absolute amount of con-
sumption have as many solutions as
there are cultures. We do have his-
toric examples of isolated places, such
as the islands of Nauru and Tikopia in
the Pacific and the Ladakh area in
northern India, that did successfully
limit population growth and consump-
tion. We have the present-day exam-
ples of Japan and China, where raw
fertility rates were more than halved in
several decades. So humans can recog-
nize limits and sometimes abide by
them.

In an economically integrated
world, limiting population and con-
sumption are local challenges with
global implications. For the United
States and much of the industrialized
world, the report in 1972 of the
Rockefeller Commission appointed
by President Nixon provided an
agenda for humanely addressing
population growth. The commission
concluded with a consensus that,
“[T]he health of our country does not
depend on population growth, nor
does the vitality of business, nor the
welfare of the average person.” To ar-
rest population growth, the commis-
sion proposed to decriminalize abor-
tion, remove remaining legal barriers
to making contraceptives freely avail-
able, provide sex education for every-
body in schools and other community
institutions, eliminate all sex-based dis-
crimination, restrict annual immigra-
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tion to 400,000, and block illegal
immigration. The commission pro-
claimed that, with the knowledge
and the means available, couples will
freely choose a family size appropri-
ate for them and the country.

Sadly, political pressures mounted
against the commission’s sound re-
commendations. Although internal
dynamics led to the adoption domes-
tically of many of the recommenda-
tions, the U.S. government over the
ensuing decades has all but aban-
doned supporting them internation-
ally, despite the diversity of choices
that those recommendations provide
a society. The United Nations 2002
World Summit on Sustainable Devel-
opment ( WSSD ) considered many
pressing problems: providing food,
clean water, sanitation, health care,
education, jobs, a pollution-free en-
vironment, and transportation for all
people; eliminating corruption, war,
violence, exploitation of women and

children in the world; and using re-
newable and nonrenewable resources
in sustainable ways. These are noble
goals supported by most people in the
United States. However, a primary
goal of the U.S. government and a few
other groups appeared to be the elimi-
nation of direct consideration of pop-
ulation and consumption at WSSD.
Yet these are linchpins for essentially
every topic of concern just men-
tioned. All the challenges addressed at
the WSSD are more easily met with
fewer people and less total consump-
tion.

As many have pointed out, the
population problem is not purely a
matter of the number of people, but
also their pattern of habitation. The
homogenization of living patterns con-
sistently illuminated by David Orr is
feeding the elephants. The successes
of our global civilization have been at-
tained, by and large, by emancipa-
tions in religion, economics, and gov-

ernment that have embraced a vision
of no limits, not only in what humans
might accomplish but also in physical
growth. Orr’s perspective is that we
are, in fact, constrained by a finite
Earth and that we need a wholly dif-
ferent vision in a world filled with
humans and their artifacts. I agree.
Humanity requires, in order to avoid
overshoot, a vision that embraces with
joy and celebration the limitless capac-
ity for spiritual and intellectual growth
while accepting with contented appre-
ciation the rules of the physical and bi-
ological world.
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